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Or, “Shame on you lazy Canadians!”
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From the pages of Ely Playter’s Canadian diary of 1803











4 August 1860, New York Clipper

A week later the home and home series continued at Woodstock. 
There is no doubt as to the authenticity of these games, the first of 
which was referenced in the Ingersoll newspaper and corroboration 
for the second was found in the diary of a young Ingersoll school 
teacher Thomas Wells. His diaries are preserved in fragile condition 
in the Public Archives of Ontario.  On page 296 of his diary from 25 
July 1860, he wrote: “John and I drove to Woodstock; got my 
government money; Saw a game of Base Ball between the Ingersoll 
and Woodstock Clubs; home to tea; I had a letter from Mr. 
Whittaker.”



11 June 1859, New York Clipper – the Young Canadian of 
Toronto (not to be confused with the original Hamilton Young 
Canadians formed in 1854) would qualify as Toronto’s first 
known team and notably included John F. Jameson and 
Frederick Schrader. A number of players were German born, but 
a majority of the players on either team had limited residency 
in Canada before moving back to the United States. Louis 
Sievert was a notable exception living in Toronto where he died 
in 1918.









We have seen the Queen of cheese,
Laying quietly at your ease,
Gently fanned by evening breeze --
Thy fair form no flies dare seize.

All gaily dressed soon you'll go
To the great Provincial Show,
To be admired by many a beau
In the city of Toronto.



In summer time the youth do toss
The baseball and do play lacrosse,
And tradition doth for it claim
That ‘tis an ancient Indian game,
And if a foe invade we can,
Drive them back with clubs Canadian.





About one p.m. spectators, including smiling damsels and their attendant swains (Douglas scrapbook) streamed towards the 
Maple Leaf playground. Hours later, “so many pretty girls” had joined them having walked up to eight miles from Rockwood 
where the Grand Trunk Railway had left them due to overcrowding. “The sidewalks were crowded with pedestrians of both 
sexes, and of all classes, ages and degrees, and the roads were as crowded with vehicles of different kinds. Such a ‘hurrying’ of 
good looking, common-looking and queer looking folks to the play ground is seen but very seldom…. It was computed that not 
less than ten thousand were present. The way that the quarters flowed into the ticket sellers tills, was a sight to make printers 
stare.” 
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